Highly efficient strategy for enhancing taxoid production by repeated elicitation with a newly synthesized jasmonate in fed-batch cultivation of Taxus chinensis cells.
A highly efficient bioprocessing strategy was developed for enhancing the production of plant secondary metabolites by repeatedly eliciting a fed-batch culture with a newly synthesized powerful jasmonate analog, 2,3-dihydroxypropyl jasmonate (DHPJA). In suspension cultures of a high taxuyunnanine C (Tc)-producing cell line of Taxus chinensis, 100 microM DHPJA was added on day 7 to fed-batch cultures with feeding of 20 g L(-1) sucrose on the same day. The synergistic effect of elicitation and substrate feeding on Tc biosynthesis was observed, which resulted in higher Tc accumulation than that by elicitation or sucrose feeding alone. More interestingly, both specific Tc yield (i.e., Tc content) and volumetric yield was further improved by a second addition of 100 microM DHPJA (on day 12) to the fed-batch cultures. In particular, with repeated elicitation and sucrose feeding the Tc volumetric yield was increased to 827 +/- 29 mg L(-1), which was 5.4-fold higher than that of the nonelicited batch culture. Furthermore, the above novel strategy was successfully applied from shake flask to a 1-L airlift bioreactor. A high Tc production and productivity of 738 +/- 41 mg L(-1) and 33.2 +/- 1.9 mg L(-1) d(-1), respectively, was achieved, which is higher than previous reports on Tc production in bioreactors. The results suggest that the aforementioned bioprocessing strategy may potentially be applied to other cell culture systems for efficient production of plant secondary metabolites.